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� Ultrafine particle concentrations
were monitored at central-sites, res-
idences, and on-road.

� Time of day and wind direction
affected correlations between the
three platforms.

� Hourly and daily trends were similar
at central sites, residences, and on
roads.

� Ultrafine particle concentrations on
roads were significantly higher than
other platforms.
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Traffic-related ultrafine particles (UFP; <100 nm diameter) are ubiquitous in urban air. While studies
have shown that UFP are toxic, epidemiological evidence of health effects, which is needed to inform risk
assessment at the population scale, is limited due to challenges of accurately estimating UFP exposures.
Epidemiologic studies often use empirical models to estimate UFP exposures; however, the monitoring
strategies upon which the models are based have varied between studies. Our study compares particle
number concentrations (PNC; a proxy for UFP) measured by three different monitoring approaches
(central-site, short-term residential-site, and mobile on-road monitoring) in two study areas in metro-
politan Boston (MA, USA). Our objectives were to quantify ambient PNC differences between the three
monitoring platforms, compare the temporal patterns and the spatial heterogeneity of PNC between the
monitoring platforms, and identify factors that affect correlations across the platforms. We collected
>12,000 h of measurements at the central sites, 1000 h of measurements at each of 20 residential sites in
the two study areas, and >120 h of mobile measurements over the course of ~1 year in each study area.
Our results show differences between the monitoring strategies: mean 1 min PNC on-roads were higher
(64,000 and 32,000 particles/cm3 in Boston and Chelsea, respectively) compared to central-site mea-
surements (23,000 and 19,000 particles/cm3) and both were higher than at residences (14,000 and
15,000 particles/cm3). Temporal correlations and spatial heterogeneity also differed between the plat-
forms. Temporal correlations were generally highest between central and residential sites, and lowest
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between central-site and on-road measurements. We observed the greatest spatial heterogeneity across
monitoring platforms during the morning rush hours (06:00-09:00) and the lowest during the overnight
hours (18:00-06:00). Longer averaging times (days and hours vs. minutes) increased temporal correla-
tions (Pearson correlations were 0.69 and 0.60 vs. 0.39 in Boston; 0.71 and 0.61 vs. 0.45 in Chelsea) and
reduced spatial heterogeneity (coefficients of divergence were 0.24 and 0.29 vs. 0.33 in Boston; 0.20 and
0.27 vs. 0.31 in Chelsea). Our results suggest that combining stationary and mobile monitoring may lead
to improved characterization of UFP in urban areas.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Traffic-related air pollution (TRAP) is a complex mixture of
particles and gases. Although exposure to TRAP is associated with
increased morbidity and mortality (HEI Panel of the Health Effects
of Traffic-Related Air Pollution, 2010; World Health Organization,
2013) there remains a lack of causal evidence to link health impacts
to specific pollutants. One pollutant that may play a role in causing
adverse health effects is ultrafine particles (UFP; <100 nm in
aerodynamic diameter), which are ubiquitous in the urban envi-
ronment. UFP originate mainly from combustion sources with
some of the highest concentrations occurring near highways and
major roadways (Karner et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2014b). UFP are of
particular concern due to their small size, which allows them to
penetrate deeper into the lungs, cross biological barriers, and be
translocated to other organs where they can cause adverse health
effects (Geiser et al., 2005; HEI Review Panel on Ultrafine
Particulates, 2013; Oberd€orster et al., 2005). Since the 2013 HEI
report new studies have reported associations between traffic-
generated UFP and markers of cardiovascular disease risk and
mortality (Lane et al., 2016; Ostro et al., 2015; Viehmann et al.,
2015).

UFP concentrations can vary significantly over short time and
distance scales (Karner et al., 2010; Levy et al., 2014; Riley et al.,
2014). For example, Pattinson et al. (2014) observed that UFP
increased >2-fold at a near-roadway site within a 3 h window after
the start of the morning rush hour but concurrent concentrations
were ~40% lower at a site 130 m downwind from the road. The
considerable fine spatial-scale and temporal variability of UFP
poses a challenge for exposure assessment; therefore, care must be
taken in designing UFP monitoring campaigns in order to
adequately capture the variation and minimize exposure error (HEI
Review Panel on Ultrafine Particulates, 2013; Pekkanen and
Kulmala, 2004).

In epidemiological studies of UFP, models based on local mete-
orology and traffic conditions have been developed to estimate UFP
concentrations across urban areas (Aguilera et al., 2016; Lane et al.,
2016). Widely-differing monitoring approaches have been used to
characterize UFP including long-term stationary monitoring (Aalto
et al., 2005; Cyrys et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2009), mobile moni-
toring (Aggarwal et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013; Padr�o-Martínez et al.,
2012; Patton et al., 2015; Steffens et al., 2017; Weichenthal et al.,
2016; Zwack et al., 2011), monitoring at central sites and multiple
short-term stationary sites (Abernethy et al., 2013; Eeftens et al.,
2015; Fuller et al., 2012; Hofman et al., 2016; Klompmaker et al.,
2015; Meier et al., 2015; Puustinen et al., 2007; Rivera et al.,
2012; Wolf et al., 2017), or a combination of mobile and station-
ary monitoring (Hankey andMarshall, 2015; Kerckhoffs et al., 2016;
Riley et al., 2016; Sabaliauskas et al., 2015) (Table S1). While
Kerckhoffs et al. (2016) observed modest correlations between on-
road and nearby short-term stationary-site PNC, it remains unclear
if these results can be generalized to other study areas and other
platform comparisons or if use of a particular platform measures
systematically different concentrations. Knowledge of the similar-
ities and differences between monitoring platforms and the pre-
dominant factors that drive temporal and spatial heterogeneity
could improve data collection, and thereby reduce exposure error
in epidemiological studies of UFP.

In this study, we examined ambient particle number concen-
tration (PNC; a proxy for UFP) from three different monitoring
platformsecentrally-located sites, multiple short-term residential
sites, and a mobile air-monitoring laboratoryein two study areas
within the Boston, MA (USA), metropolitan region. Our objectives
were to (1) quantify measurement differences from onemonitoring
platform to another, (2) estimate the consistency of temporal pat-
terns and the heterogeneity of PNC across monitoring platforms,
and (3) identify the factors that affect PNC correlations in both
study areas. This effort was undertaken as a step toward assigning
exposure to participants in the Boston Puerto Rican Health Study
(BPRHS), which is examining associations with cardiovascular
health outcomes (Tucker et al., 2010).
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study areas

PNC monitoring was conducted in Boston and Chelsea, the
cities in which the BPRHS cohort primarily resides (Fig. 1). The
Boston study area was 40 km2 of which 40% is classified as resi-
dential (total study-area population: 318,000), while 13% and 4%
are classified as commercial and industrial, respectively (MassGIS,
2005). The two largest roadways in Boston, Interstate Highways 90
(I-90) and 93 (I-93), transect the outer northern and eastern edges
of the study area, respectively; average weekday daily traffic on
these highways in 2010 was 110,000 and 195,000 vehicles/day
(vpd), respectively (Boston Region MPO Central Transportation
Planning Staff, 2011).

The Chelsea study area was 6 km2. Approximately 27% of the
land in Chelsea is classified as residential (total study-area popu-
lation: 36,000), 12% as commercial, and 11% as industrial (MassGIS,
2005). U.S. Route 1 (US-1; 83,000 vpd) (Boston Region MPO Central
Transportation Planning Staff, 2011) transects the city north to
south; Massachusetts Route 16 (MA-16; 40,000 vpd) (Boston
Region MPO Central Transportation Planning Staff) runs west to
east along the northern outskirts of the study area. Heavy-duty
diesel trucks and ocean-going ships are common in the southern
parts of Chelseawhere storage and distribution facilities are located
on the Mystic River and Chelsea Creek. Also, Boston Logan Inter-
national Airport, the busiest airport in New England (~1000 flight
operations/day), is 4.5 km southeast of the geographic center of the
Chelsea study area and 7.5 km northeast of the geographic center of
the Boston study area.



Fig. 1. (a) Location of the Boston and Chelsea study areas. (b) Boston study area; central site, 11 residences, and mobile monitoring route are shown. (c) Chelsea study area; central
site, 9 residences, and mobile monitoring route are shown.
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2.2. Monitoring network

Ambient PNC measurements were collected in each study area
at centrally-located stationary sites, residential stationary sites, and
on roads with a mobile laboratory that was driven along fixed
routes (Fig. 1). In the Boston study area, the central site was collo-
cated at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Speciation
Trends Network site (EPA-STN, ID: 25-025-0042), which was 1 km
from the geographic center of the study area. Monitoring was
performed there from December 2011 to November 2013. Resi-
dential monitoring was conducted at 11 homes of BPRHS partici-
pants (0.28 sites/km2 of the study area) for six weeks each between
May 2012 and November 2013. Residential sites were selected
based on their proximity to highways and major roads (the latter
defined as >20,000 vpd): three sites were <100 m, four between
100 and 200 m, and four >200 m from highways or major roads
(Table S2). Mobile monitoring was conducted along a 40-km route
in the study area (Fig. 1b) between December 2011 and November
2013 on 42 days representing all four seasons, all days of the week,
and most times of day (Fig. S1). The 11 residential sites were
15e1100 m from the mobile-monitoring route.

The central site in Chelsea was located on the third-story roof of
The Neighborhood Developers building (6 Garrish Road) near the
geographic center of the city. Monitoring was conducted there from
January 2014 to May 2015. Residential monitoring was conducted
at 9 homes of BPRHS participants (1.5 sites/km2 of the study area)
for six weeks each between February and December 2014. One site
was <100 m, five between 100 and 200 m, and three >200 m from
highways or major roads (Table S2). Mobile monitoring was con-
ducted along a 20-km route in the study area (Fig. 1c) between
December 2013 and May 2015 on 46 days representing all four
seasons, all days of the week, and most times of day (Fig. S2). All 9
residential sites were 5e150 m from the mobile-monitoring route.

2.3. Instruments

Water-based condensation particle counters (CPC; TSI, Model
3873; 7e3000 nm) were used to measure ambient PNC at the
central and residential sites. The central-site CPCs were housed in
locked, weatherproof, and temperature- and humidity-controlled
boxes. Conductive silicon tubing (50 cm) was used to draw air
from outside the box to the CPC inlet. Mean PNC measurements
were recorded every 30 s (except at the Boston central and resi-
dential sites prior to May 2013 whenmean PNCwas recorded every
minute). During weekly site visits, the CPCs underwent routine
maintenance as needed (i.e., wick changes, flow checks), data were
downloaded, and the instrument time was reset as necessary (CPC
time drifted <1min per week) to the National Institute of Standards
and Technology official time (time.gov).

Residential monitoring was conducted at homes of BPRHS
cohort participants continuously for six consecutive weeks, with up
to two homes in the same study area undergoing monitoring
concurrently. We monitored both outdoor and indoor air at the
residential sites via two separate conductive inlet lines of equal
length (100 cm; one outdoors and one indoors; CPCs were posi-
tioned indoors) that were connected to a solenoid valve that
switched between the two every 15 min (indoor results are not
presented in this manuscript). Residential sites were visited weekly
to conduct routine equipment maintenance, download data, and
reset instrument clocks.

Mobile monitoring was performed with the Tufts Air Pollution
Monitoring Laboratory (TAPL), which has been described in detail
elsewhere (Padr�o-Martínez et al., 2012). Briefly, the TAPL is a
gasoline-powered Class-C recreational vehicle (2002) that con-
tained a butanol-based CPC (TSI, Model 3775; 4e3000 nm). The
CPC measured PNC at 1-s intervals to capture the rapid changes in
on-road concentrations. The CPC inlet was mounted on the roof at
the front of the vehicle, 9 m upwind from the exhaust tailpipe. Each
monitoring session lasted 3e6 h between 05:00 and 21:00. Due to
the large size of the Boston study area, monitoring was randomly
assigned to commence at the beginning or middle of the route at
the start of each monitoring session. A single loop along the Boston
route took 1.5e3 h, while a single loop along the Chelsea route took
approximately 1 h. A GPS receiver (Garmin eTrex) recorded latitude
and longitude every second.

2.4. Data quality assurance and processing

Data were reviewed for very low concentrations (<500 parti-
cles/cm3) and measurements automatically flagged by the instru-
ment (e.g., due to nozzle clogs and low pulse heights). Data marked
with these flags and/or concentrations <500 particles/cm3 were
removed (<1% of the data). We did not correct for particle losses in
the sampling lines; the sampling lines were relatively short and
losses have been observed to be small for exhaust particles >20 nm
diameter (especially for short sampling lines) (Kumar et al., 2008).
Residential-site measurements required additional processing to
minimize the possibility of mixing indoor and outdoor air

http://time.gov
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downstream of the solenoid valve (7e13%): we removed the first
and last data point within each 15-min sampling period. At two
residential sites (Home 3 in Boston and Home 15 in Chelsea),
mixing of indoor and outdoor air could not be ruled out completely,
even after removing the first and last data point within the 15-min
sampling period; however, rather than removing these two sites
from the analyses we conducted a sensitivity analysis both with
and without these sites. PNC measurements from the TAPL were
adjusted for a 3-s lag to account for the travel time in the sample
tubing between the inlet and the CPC. To minimize bias in the on-
road data set due to self-sampling of TAPL exhaust, data were
removed when TAPL speeds were <5 km/h for >10 s (which typi-
cally occurred at intersections). Data were removed for an addi-
tional 10 s after the TAPL's speed increased above 5 km/h to ensure
that exhaust was flushed from the sampling line (15e30% of data
removed, mostly during times when the TAPL was idling at traffic
lights). Additionally, we inspected the data set for potential outliers
by checking if any data point increased more than a factor of 10
from the preceding data point (no outliers were identified). We also
examined on-road data for impacts due to emissions from nearby
vehicles that resulted in PNC spikes. Spikes were identified as 1-s
on-road measurements more than two standard deviations above
the daily mean on-road PNC (Patton et al., 2014a). Using this defi-
nition, 3.4% of data in the Boston data set and 2.5% of data in the
Chelsea data set were identified as spikes. Table 1 summarizes the
different monitoring-platform comparisons and the amount of data
used in the statistical analyses.

Water- and butanol-based CPCs were collocated in the labora-
tory for side-by-side analysis (i.e., using 1-s mean PNC over several
hours with background and elevated PNC using a candle). Water-
based CPCs measured PNC to within ±10% of one another, consis-
tent with manufacturer-stated error. Comparisons between the
butanol-based CPC and water-based CPCs showed good agreement
(r2 ¼ 0.94), but the butanol-based CPC consistently measured 14%
higher PNC across the entire concentration range tested due to its
lower cutpoint (d50 ¼ 4 nm compared to 7 nm for the water-based
CPCs). To account for this difference, PNC measurements from the
butanol-based CPC were adjusted downward by 14%. Temperature,
humidity, wind speed and wind direction data were acquired at
1 min time resolution from the National Weather Service station at
Boston Logan International Airport (KBOS) (NOAA National Centers
for Environmental Information).
2.5. Statistical analyses

Boxplots and heat maps were used to assess the temporal pat-
terns of PNC measured by the three monitoring platforms. Tem-
poral PNC trends were investigated by plotting data by month and
year, hour of the day, and wind speed and direction. Additionally,
we examined the differences between weekdays and weekends as
well as between rush hours (i.e., 06:00-09:00 and 15:00-18:00) and
Table 1
Summary of monitoring-platform comparisons.

Platform Comparison Averaging Period

Central-Site to Homesa 1 min
Central-Site to Homes 1 h
Central-Site to Homes 1 day
Central-Site to On-Roadb 1 min
Homes to On-Roadc 1 min

a Central-site to home PNC comparisons were grouped by individual home.
b Central-site to on-road PNC comparisons were grouped by 200-m grid cells.
c Homes to on-road PNC comparisons were pooled into single data sets, one for each
other hours (i.e., 09:00-15:00 and 18:00-06:00). We also used
mapping tools to investigate spatial changes in PNC. To visualize
differences between two platforms, we used Bland-Altman plots to
determine whether mean differences in PNC measurements be-
tween different platforms significantly deviated from zero across
the entire measurement spectrum (Martin Bland and Altman,
1986). These differences between the three monitoring strategies
were to quantify general heterogeneity and potential systematic
shifts between the platformse due to factors such as the location of
the monitors relative to sources or the composition and volume of
traffic on nearby streets, as opposed to errors in the measurements
themselves.

To compare PNC measurements from the different platforms
(i.e., central to residential sites, central sites to on-road, and resi-
dential sites to on-road), Pearson linear correlation coefficients (r)
and coefficients of divergence (COD) were calculated (Moore et al.,
2009;Wongphatarakul et al., 1998). Pearson correlations were used
to explore the consistency in the temporal patterns between the
different platforms while COD values were used to explore spatial
variability. COD is defined by Eq. (1):

CODjk ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn
i¼1

 
xij � xik
xij þ xik

!2
vuut (1)

where xi is the ith PNC observation at either site j or k, and n is the
number of observations. COD values range from 0 to 1, with
0 denoting identical measurements and 1 denoting completely
heterogeneous measurements; a value of 0.2 was used to distin-
guish homogeneous (COD <0.2) from heterogeneous (COD >0.2)
data sets, consistent with previous studies (Moore et al., 2009;
Wilson et al., 2005). To examine the possible effect of outliers on
the Pearson correlation coefficients (i.e., additive error driven by
local sources near the different monitors), we also calculated
Pearson correlations on log-transformed PNC and Spearman cor-
relations on non-transformed PNC for each of the platform com-
parisons. Pearson correlations, COD values, and Bland-Altman plots
were used to understand how the three monitoring platforms
compared to each other: Pearson correlations to measure the
synchronicity in temporal trends, COD values to determine spatial
heterogeneity, and Bland-Altman plots to visualize systematic dif-
ferences in measurements. Only concurrent data were used for
comparisons across platforms (i.e., paired 1 min, hourly, or daily
PNC depending on the time-averaging comparison being made).
Comparisonsweremade to both on-roadmeasurements and an on-
road data set from which spikes were excluded.

For central-site-to-residential-site comparisons, mean con-
centrations over 1 min, 1 h, and one day were calculated for
central and residential sites and paired by timestamp if data
coverage per averaging period exceeded 50%. For the compari-
sons between central-site and on-road monitoring, 1 min mean
Median Number of Data Points Used to Generate Statistics (range of n)

Boston Chelsea

21,872 (5291e29,388) 26,542 (19,762e31,876)
753 (221e1074) 919 (778e1006)
30 (8e44) 37 (31e42)
47 (30e98) 187 (72e610)
45 247

study area.
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central-site data was compared to 1 min mean as well as median
on-road PNC within 200-m grid cells that were constructed
across the study areas. If at least 10 s of on-road data were
available per minute per grid cell, then 1 min means and medians
were calculated for on-road data and paired to the central site
data by timestamp. Furthermore, only grid cells with >30 paired
data points were used in the analyses (i.e., the mobile laboratory
was in the grid cell for >10 s on at least 30 separate loops of the
mobile monitoring route). Lastly, for comparisons between resi-
dential and on-road PNC, 500-m buffers were constructed around
the homes, and for on-road data within each buffer 1 min means
and medians were calculated and paired to the residential-site
data by timestamp. R (version 3.3), MATLAB (version 8.0), and
ArcGIS Desktop (Release 10.4) were used for all analyses and the
generation of figures.
3. Results & discussion

3.1. Temporal and spatial PNC trends

In the Boston study area, PNC was highest during winter
(DecembereFebruary) and lowest during summer (JuneeAugust)
with median winter concentrations up to a factor of two higher
than median summer concentrations (Fig. 2a). The seasonal dif-
ferences were consistent across the three monitoring platforms
(Table 2). PNC was also higher during weekday morning and eve-
ning rush hour periods (Fig. 2b), particularly during west-to-
northwest and to a lesser extent northeast winds (17% and 7% of
the study period, respectively; Figs. 2c and S3a), but this pattern
was generally absent on weekends (Fig. S3b). All three monitoring
Fig. 2. Boxplots of PNC by (a) month, (b) time of day, and (c) wind direction measured at ce
monitoring occurred between 05:00 and 21:00. (For interpretation of the references to col
platforms observed the same general trends. PNC was substantially
lower during overnight hours on all days of the week and across all
wind directions compared to daytime hours (Table 2). On-road PNC
near I-90 and I-93 were elevated relative to other road segments in
all seasons (Fig. S4); median PNCwithin 300m of the two highways
was 29,000 particles/cm3 versus 23,000 particles/cm3 throughout
the rest of the study area. Similarly, PNC was also elevated on other
highly-trafficked roads. Our findings of seasonal and diurnal dif-
ferences in PNC were consistent with other studies (Aalto et al.,
2005; Cyrys et al., 2008; Meier et al., 2015; Sabaliauskas et al.,
2015; Wang et al., 2011), including those from metropolitan Bos-
ton (Fuller et al., 2012; Padr�o-Martínez et al., 2012; Patton et al.,
2014b).

Temporal trends in the Chelsea study area were similar to Bos-
ton. PNC was highest during winter and lowest during summer
(Table 2 and Fig. 3a) across all monitoring platforms. Overnight PNC
was substantially lower compared to daytime concentrations
(Table 2). As in Boston, PNC was higher during weekday mornings
(Fig. 3b and Fig. S3c) irrespective of wind direction; an increase in
PNC was observed during the evening rush hour period, but
especially during south-southeast (SSE) winds (6% of the study
period; Fig. S3c). Weekend trends were largely absent in Chelsea
except for elevated PNC during SSE winds (Fig. S3d; average PNC
was approximately twice the average for all other wind directions).
This is likely due to aviation-related emissions from Logan Airport,
which is ~4 km southeast of the stationary monitor (Hudda et al.,
2016). Higher PNC was observed along the US-1 and MA-16 corri-
dors, while concentrations were generally lower in residential
areas with less traffic (Fig. S5). Tables S3eS5 in the Supporting In-
formation summarize the data obtained from all three monitoring
ntral sites (black), homes (blue), and with a mobile laboratory (red) in Boston. Mobile
our in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Table 2
Summary of median 1 min PNC by monitoring platform.

Period Median 1 min PNC in Boston (particles/cm3) Median 1 min PNC in Chelsea (particles/cm3)

Central Site On Roadc Residential Central Site On Roadc Residential

Wintera 28,000 33,000 21,000 20,000 26,000 16,000
Summera 14,000 18,000 8500 11,000 14,000 9100
Overnightb 16,000 n/a 9500 13,000 n/a 10,000
Daytimeb 21,000 12,000 15,000 12,000
All Data 18,000 27,000 11,000 14,000 18,000 11,000

a Dec., Jan., and Feb. represent winter months; Jun., Jul., and Aug. represent summer months.
b 18:00-06:00 represent overnight hours; 06:00-18:00 represent daytime hours.
c On-road data was largely from the daytime, thus no comparison was made to overnight hours (n/a ¼ not applicable).

Fig. 3. Boxplots of PNC by (a) month, (b) time of day, and (c) wind direction measured at central sites (black), homes (blue), and with a mobile laboratory (red) in Chelsea. Mobile
monitoring occurred between 05:00 and 21:00. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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platforms from Boston and Chelsea.

3.2. Systematic differences between monitoring platforms

PNC measurements from the three different monitoring
platforms were significantly (p < 0.05) different. One-minute-
average PNC at the central sites in Boston and Chelsea were
higher (6200 particles/cm3 and 3700 particles/cm3, respectively)
than concurrent measurements at the residential sites (Fig. 4a
and b). These differences did not attenuate as a result of aver-
aging over longer periods (i.e., 1 h or one day) (Fig. S6). On-road
PNC measurements were significantly higher than central-site
measurements; the systematic measurement difference was
>5-fold higher in Boston than in Chelsea (35,000 particles/cm3

vs. 6700 particles/cm3, respectively) (Fig. 4c and d). Likewise, on-
road PNC measurements near residential sites were significantly
higher than the residential-site measurements (19,000 particles/
cm3 on average in Boston and 5300 particles/cm3 on average in
Chelsea) (Fig. 4e and f). Spikes in PNC from vehicles near the
mobile laboratory strongly influenced the on-road measure-
ments. Removing these spikes from the data resulted in signifi-
cant (p < 0.05) reductions (46e95%) in the systematic differences
in central-site-to-on-road comparisons and non-significant re-
ductions (26e30%) for residential-site-to-on-road comparisons
(Figs. S7 and S8).

The fanning effect observed in the Bland-Altman plots in Fig. 4
indicates the presence of additive error structure in the PNC mea-
surements, i.e., as the mean PNC between any two platforms
increased, the difference in PNC measurements by the two plat-
forms also increased. This can potentially lead to overestimating
the reported differences between the platforms and inflate Pearson
correlations. We also generated Bland-Altman plots based on log-
transformed PNC (Figs. S9eS11); log-transformation mitigated the
impact of outliers. The fanning effect in these plots was



Fig. 4. Bland-Altman plots of the mean PNC measured by the two platforms being compared (x-axis) versus the difference in measured PNC (y-axis). Differences from zero indicate
positive or negative differences between the platform listed first in the y-axis label relative to the second. Trending tendencies above zero indicate systematic positive differences.
The center dashed line represents the mean difference; the outer dashed lines represent ± two standard deviations from the mean difference. The distribution of data is shown by
the histograms along the x2 and y2 axes. (a,b) Comparisons between central-site and residential-site PNC; (c,d) comparisons between central-site and on-road PNC; (e,f) com-
parisons between residential and on-road PNC.
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dramatically reduced and mean differences were closer to zero,
nonetheless the differences between platforms were still statisti-
cally significant: on-road concentrations were higher than central-
site concentrations and both were higher than concentrations at
residences. Systematically lower concentrations at residences has
important implications for exposure assessment because most
studies to date use central sites and/or mobile monitoring as the
basis for PNC characterization, which could lead to overestimated
exposures.
3.3. Correlations between PNC monitoring platforms

Pearson correlation coefficients between the different platforms
were generally similar in both study areas (Table 3 and Fig. 5a and
b). Median central-to-residential-site and central-site-to-on-road
Pearson correlations were not significantly different in either Bos-
ton or Chelsea. Only when the entire data set was used to calculate
a single correlation coefficient for each of the platform comparisons
were correlations significantly different (see call-out plots in Fig. 5a
and b). In contrast, COD values for each of the platform comparisons



Table 3
Median summary statistics with 95% confidence intervals for each monitoring platform comparison based on 1 min PNC.

Central-Site:Homes Central-Site:On-Road Homes:On-Roada, b

Boston (n ¼ 11)c Chelsea (n ¼ 9)c Boston (n ¼ 178)c Chelsea (n ¼ 90)c Boston (n ¼ 1)c Chelsea (n ¼ 1)c

r 0.39 (0.26e0.47) 0.45 (0.33e0.62) 0.45 (0.43e0.47) 0.43 (0.39e0.44) 0.18 0.62
COD 0.33 (0.31e0.36) 0.31 (0.26e0.33) 0.37 (0.36e0.38) 0.30 (0.29e0.31) 0.41 0.26

a Only six out of 11 homes were included in the Boston analysis. Of the other five home sites, two were not within 500m of the TAPL route, three others were not monitored
outdoors when the TAPL passed by.

b The 95% confidence interval for the single Pearson correlation coefficient for the homes-to-on-road comparison in Boston and Chelsea was �0.12 to 0.45 and 0.53 to 0.69,
respectively.

c n represents the number of Pearson correlations or COD values in each summary statistic and not the number of data points used to calculate a Pearson correlation or COD
value, which are presented in Table 1.

Fig. 5. (a, b) Distribution of Pearson correlation coefficients and (c, d) coefficients of divergence by monitoring platform comparison. A solid vertical line is shown for the home-to-
on-road comparison since there was only a single calculated correlation value (Pearson correlation in the Boston home-to-on-road comparison was not significant). Call-out plots in
upper right of (a) and (b) show Pearson correlations for the complete data set by platform comparison (vertical lines represent 95% confidence interval; dots are larger than
confidence intervals for some of the platform comparisons).
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were significantly different in both study areas, but only when
comparing on-road-to-residential COD to the median central-to-
on-road COD (Table 3 and Fig. 5c and d). Results did not change
when we removed Homes 3 and 15 in the sensitivity analysis
(Table S6). The correlation of on-road and central-site measure-
ments with residential-site PNC suggests that exposure assessment
based on on-road or central-site PNC should reflect temporal trends
at homes.
3.3.1. Central-site versus residential-site
Pearson correlations between central- and residential-site

1 min-mean PNC in Boston ranged from 0.25 to 0.48 while in
Chelsea they ranged from 0.33 to 0.66. Residential sites with the
highest Pearson correlations in Bostonwere typically downwind of
high-traffic sources or in high-traffic areas (Fig. 6a). In Chelsea, the
highest Pearson correlations were at residential sites east of US-1
(including the central site) with the two highest-correlation sites
both within 500 m of the central site (Fig. 6b). COD values based on
1 min-mean PNC were between 0.28 and 0.37 in Boston and be-
tween 0.26 and 0.37 in Chelsea, indicating a moderate degree of
spatial heterogeneity in both study areas. Residential sites with the
lowest COD values were scattered throughout the study area with
no apparent pattern (Fig. 6c and d). This suggests that the
assumption that proximity of homes to central monitoring sites



Fig. 6. (a,b) Maps of Pearson correlation coefficients and (c,d) coefficients of divergence between central-site and residential-site PNC (1 min mean PNC) in Boston (a,c) and Chelsea
(b,d).
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will better reflect PNC at the homes may not be generally
applicable.

Averaging PNC data over hours and days resulted in higher
temporal correlations (as compared to 1 min) in both study areas
(Table S7, Fig. S12a,b and S13a,b); however, the results were not
significant, likely because of the smaller sample sizes. At longer
averaging periods, the effects of transient PNC spikes from local
sources (e.g., vehicles) were smoothed out, and the results were
more representative of longer trends (e.g., hourly and daily changes
in traffic activity and meteorology) across the study areas. Pearson
correlations based on daily-averaged PNC in Boston and Chelsea
(0.69 and 0.71, median values, respectively; Table S7) were
consistent with Puustinen et al. (2007), who reported that Pearson
correlations between daily-averaged PNC at central and residential
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sites in four European cities ranged from 0.67 to 0.76 (median
values). Comparing central-site and residential-site PNC using
Spearman correlation coefficients and Pearson correlation co-
efficients with log-transformed PNC did not change our results:
median correlations increased over longer averaging times in both
study areas, but the differences were not significantly different
(Tables S7 and S8). Similarly, COD values changed by averaging data
over longer time periods: COD values calculated from daily-
averaged PNC were significantly lower than COD values based on
1 min-averaged PNC in both study areas (Table S7, Fig. S12c,d and
S13c,d).

The generally lower Pearson correlation coefficients and higher
COD values in Boston compared to Chelsea (differences were not
significant at p < 0.05) could be due to the location of the Boston
central-site monitor in a highly-trafficked area (i.e., at grade and
75 m from the Dudley Square bus station) compared to most of the
Boston residential sites (Table 3). We used the EPA-STN site, a
secure, centrally-located site >1500 m from I-93, but it was likely
influenced by bus emissions whenwinds were from the 225�e315�

wind sector (26% of measurements, which excludes hours when
buses were not operating). In contrast, the Chelsea central-site
monitor was elevated 10 m above grade and set back 45 m from
the nearest road as were many of the Chelsea residential sites, with
the exception of a diesel rail line 50 m north of the site (<1% of the
measurements were impacted by trains). PNC at the Boston central
site during the morning rush hour period were generally much
higher than at the residential sites. In contrast, in Chelsea we did
not observe substantial differences in PNC between the central and
residential sites during these hours. Overnight differences in both
study areas were minimal and resulted in higher Pearson correla-
tions and lower spatial heterogeneity as expected (Fig. 7).

3.3.2. Central-site versus on-road
Pearson correlations between PNC measurements from the
Fig. 7. (a,b) Pearson correlation coefficients and (c,d) coefficients of divergence (COD) betwee
Chelsea (b,d).
central-site and on-road monitoring varied widely within the study
areas. In Boston correlations ranged from 0.05 to 0.75 and in
Chelsea they ranged from 0.23 to 0.69. The wide range of correla-
tions in both study areas likely reflects differences in traffic con-
ditions (and possibly other PNC sources) between the central sites
and grid cells. For example, grid cells east of I-93 in the Boston
study area were generally more correlated with the central site
than the most western portion of the mobile monitoring route
(Fig. 8a). This was likely because these grid cells were often
downwind of I-93, a significant PNC source, while the Boston
central site was at the same time downwind of Dudley Station. In
Chelsea, residential areas east of US-1 were more highly correlated
with the central site (Fig. 8b), again, likely because of the similar-
ities between the traffic conditions in these particular grid cells and
near the Chelsea central site. Using Spearman correlations and
Pearson correlations with log-transformed PNC increased the cor-
relation values and showed correlations in Boston and Chelsea
were significantly different (Table S8). The COD values ranged from
0.27 to 0.51 in Boston and from 0.23 to 0.45 in Chelsea. In Boston,
high COD values were observed throughout much of the study area
(Fig. 8c), especially for the grid cells where the mobile laboratory
was often in heavy traffic. COD values were generally lower in
Chelsea, with the lowest values observed in the residential areas
with light traffic (Fig. 8d). Removing on-road spikes from the ana-
lyses resulted in a non-significant increase in the median Pearson
correlation in the Boston study area (coefficients increased from
0.45 to 0.48) and a significantly higher median Pearson correlation
in the Chelsea study area (coefficients increased from 0.43 to 0.50).
Median COD values decreased in both study areas (from 0.37 to 0.34
in Boston and from 0.30 to 0.28 in Chelsea). Using on-road median
PNC instead of the mean did not significantly change Pearson cor-
relations or COD values in either study area (Table S9 and Fig. S14).
n central-site and residential PNC by hour of day (mean hourly PNC) in Boston (a,c) and



Fig. 8. (a,b) Maps of Pearson correlation coefficients and (c,d) coefficients of divergence (COD) for concurrent 1 min mean PNC from central-site and on-road measurements in
Boston (a,c) and Chelsea (b,d).
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3.3.3. Residential-site versus on-road
Due to the limited amount of on-road PNC data available when

the mobile laboratory was <500 m from residential sites (i.e., 2e8
1 min-average data points per home in Boston and 7e82 1 min-
average data points per home in Chelsea), the statistics reported
here are based on pooled measurements from all residential sites
within each study area with all on-road PNC data <500 m of the
homes. The Pearson correlation coefficient between residential-site
and on-road PNC was 0.18 (not significant) in Boston and 0.62 in
Chelsea. The low correlation in Boston is likely because of higher-
trafficked roads near the residential sites and the low number of
data points (n ¼ 45) with a wide confidence interval (95%
CI: �0.12e0.45) used in the calculation. Conversely, the higher
correlation in Chelsea is likely because both the residential sites
and 500-m buffers around these sites were mostly in residential
areas, and most of the sections of the mobile monitoring route in
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commercial and industrial areas fell outside the 500-m buffers
around each home. The Chelsea data set also had substantially
more data (n ¼ 247). Our Pearson correlation of 0.62 in Chelsea is
similar to the Pearson correlation between on-road and short-term
stationary sites in Amsterdam and Rotterdamwhere the coefficient
was reported to be 0.67 for urban background areas (Kerckhoffs
et al., 2016). Our results did not change by using Spearman corre-
lations and Pearson correlations with log-transformed PNC,
although correlation values were higher. Spatial differences were
greater in Boston (COD ¼ 0.41) than in Chelsea (COD ¼ 0.26) likely
because the mobile laboratory traveled on more high-PNC roads
within 0e500 m of the residential sites in Boston as compared to
Chelsea. Removing short-term on-road spikes increased Pearson
correlations in both study areas, but not significantly. The median
Pearson correlation was 0.36 in the Boston study area and 0.69 in
the Chelsea study area. COD values decreased by 0.02 in both study
areas.

3.4. Factors affecting the correlations between monitoring
platforms

We found that the two factors that affected Pearson correlation
and COD values the most (of those that we tested) were hour of day
and wind direction. Other meteorological factors (e.g., wind speed,
temperature, humidity, pressure, and atmospheric boundary layer)
influenced the correlations, but to a lesser degree. Since adjusted-
R2 values were lower for other meteorological variables, such as
temperature and boundary layer, time of day may have served as a
proxy for traffic (Tables S10 and S11). Spatial factors such as land
use category of the sites and the proximity of monitors to each
other did not significantly impact the correlations. The low
adjusted-R2 values are an indication that either unaccounted for
factors influence the Pearson correlation and COD values between
the measurement platforms or that localized effects (e.g., sources
near the monitors) masked the actual meteorological effects.

In general, overnight hours had higher hourly Pearson correla-
tions and lower hourly COD values compared to daytime hours
(Fig. 7). This is likely because nighttime vehicle traffic was light,
buses were not running between 01:00 and 05:00, and flight op-
erations at Logan Airport were substantially reduced (mean land-
ings and take-offs were 5.0 h�1 between 00:00 and 06:00
compared to 46.2 h�1 during all other hours (Hudda et al., 2016)).
After 05:00 traffic increased throughout the two study areas;
however, traffic volume was not uniformly distributed, and thus
some areas received much higher increases in PNC than did others.
During the daytime COD values in both study areas remained
relatively high and then decreased after the evening rush hour
period ended at ~19:00. Similar Pearson correlation and COD trends
were also observed when 1 min PNC was used, albeit less
discernable, indicating the strong influence of traffic. Since partic-
ipants in epidemiology studies will most often be at home during
the night, attention to nighttime exposures may be particularly
important.

In the Boston study area, Pearson correlations were highest
when winds were from the 45�e90� (ENE) wind sector (which
occurred during 13% of the study period). The highest correlations
in Chelsea were observed when winds were from the 180�e225�

wind sector (19% of the study period), followed closely by both the
135�e180� (SSE) and 225�e270� wind sectors (6% and 12% of the
study period, respectively). Hudda et al. (2016) observed elevated
PNC in Boston during ENE winds and in Chelsea during SSE winds
and attributed the increases to aviation emissions. Both Fuller et al.
(2012) and Patton et al. (2014b) also observed elevated PNC in
Boston neighborhoods during winds from the airport. It can be
hypothesized that under these wind conditions, aircraft emissions
at Logan Airport could have a widespread impact on the entire
monitoring domain leading to higher correlations between plat-
forms. Wind conditions also impacted COD values in both study
areas. In Boston, higher COD values between central- and
residential-site PNC were observed during winds from the
225�e315� wind sector (32% of the study period), when the central-
site monitor was downwind from a major bus station 75 m to the
west and other local sources. In contrast, higher COD values be-
tween PNC at the central and residential sites in Chelsea were
observed when winds were from the 45�e90� wind sector (10% of
the study period) possibly due to upwind sources (e.g., trains
traveling along the stretch of rail just northeast of the central site
and oil tankers on Chelsea Creek).

3.5. Limitations

Our study had several limitations. First, to minimize the po-
tential for self-sampling we excluded on-road measurements from
intersections when the TAPL slowed to <5 km/h for >10 s. None-
theless, we were able to drive through >65% of intersections
without slowing below 5 km/h for >10 s. Therefore, our data set for
on-road measurements does not significantly underrepresent the
near-intersection environment. Second, we had limited simulta-
neous deployments at residences with which to calculate Pearson
correlations and COD values between different residential sites.
This would have allowed us to develop a better understanding of
the spatial PNC variability within the study areas; however, we
were able to compare each home to the central site and mobile
monitoring, which was the main goal of the study. Third, the
density of residential monitoring sites was 5-fold higher in the
Chelsea study area (1.5 sites/km2) compared to Boston (0.28 sites/
km2). This may help to explain why we observed generally higher
Pearson correlations and lower COD values in Chelsea compared to
Boston (Table 3). In comparison to other studies, the densities of
residential sites in our two study areas were at the higher end of the
range (range ¼ 0.03 to 16.7 sites/km2, median ¼ 0.15 sites/km2)
(Abernethy et al., 2013; Fuller et al., 2012; Klompmaker et al., 2015;
Meier et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2009; Puustinen et al., 2007; Rivera
et al., 2012; Sabaliauskas et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2017). Fourth, in
order to have enough data to compare PNC measured at residential
sites to on-road measurements we pooled all on-road data within
500-m buffers around all homes rather than calculate correlations
for each home separately. While this removed seasonality effects
from the data, we found seasonality did not significantly affect the
platform correlations (Tables S10 and S11). Fifth, the location of the
central site near Dudley Station may not have led to a representa-
tive characterization of urban background pollutant levels in the
Boston study area. However, the impacts from bus emissions were
typically short-lived andweremost apparent in the 1min-averaged
PNC data. In contrast, the relatively low impact of local emissions at
the central site in Chelsea likely contributed to the higher Pearson
correlations and lower COD values in Chelsea compared to Boston.
Lastly, while the main objective of this study was to investigate
traffic-related UFP we also, unexpectedly, observed impacts from
Logan Airport. These impacts were limited to periods when winds
were from the direction of the airport (i.e., 13% of the time in the
Boston study area and 6% of the time in the Chelsea study area). We
conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine whether Pearson
correlations and COD values differ when winds from the direction
of Logan Airport were excluded from the calculations for both study
areas. When winds from Logan were excluded COD values were
unchanged, and Pearson correlations were not statistically signifi-
cantly different except in the Chelsea central-to-residential-site
comparison where the correlation was 12% lower. Therefore, avia-
tion impacts from Logan appear to only have had a limited effect on
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our findings.
In this study we used Pearson correlation coefficients, COD

values, and Bland-Altman plots to describe the similarities and
differences in PNC measured by the three platforms. These metrics
have limitations that should be discussed in the context of this
study. First, Pearson correlations are not robust estimators for
severely skewed data. We addressed this in part by calculating both
Pearson correlations on ln (PNC) and Spearman rank correlations (a
nonparametric test) on PNC, and both sets of estimates showed
similar associations between measurement platforms. While we
used a natural-log transformation to reduce the left skewness of
our data set, we did not explore whether the selected trans-
formation provides the best possible fit. Future studies should
consider the sensitivity analysis in choosing the transformational
form. Second, while COD values provide a measure of spatial het-
erogeneity between data sets, the values can be influenced by
certain data-set characteristics, such as the units of analysis.
Calculating COD values based on ln (PNC), for example, would have
generated lower COD values than those we calculated using non-
transformed PNC since the concentrations are on two completely
different scales. We chose to present non-transformed results of
COD to be comparable to literature, but due to the skewed nature of
the data we may have overestimated the heterogeneity between
platforms. Third, while Bland-Altman plots are useful for visual-
izing absolute differences between measurements, the results are
also influenced by extreme values. To mitigate against this we
calculated mean differences using both PNC and ln (PNC), both of
which showed there were systematic differences between the
platform measurements. Although the natural-log transformation
worked well for this study, a more rigorous selection and justifi-
cation of the transformations would be desirable. It should also be
noted that our results for systematic platform differences are based
on our specific study design; a different study designe for example,
one where we measured on-road PNC only in residential areas e

may have generated different measures of systematic differences.

3.6. Implications for urban air quality monitoring

We designed our monitoring strategy to support the develop-
ment of finely spatially- (<20 m) and temporally-resolved (hourly)
ambient PNC exposure models for BPRHS participants. Central sites
were selected to measure long-term temporal trends within the
study areas, mobile monitoring was designed to characterize
spatial contrasts, and residential sites were meant to be represen-
tative of participant exposures at homes. We found that while ab-
solute PN concentrations differed significantly between central-
site, on-road, and residential-site monitoring, temporal patterns
were similar across the three different monitoring platforms in
both study areas. While each monitoring platform has benefits, the
decision to use short-term residential monitoring at many sites
versus using a small number of longer-term central sites supple-
mented with mobile monitoring may be better informed by
considering the characteristics of the study area. For example, the
latter approach may be more effective in areas where higher spatial
contrasts are expected e i.e., in areas containing multiple busy
roadways e and long-term trends are of interest. New mobile
monitoring strategies, such as measuring NO2 with Google Street
View vehicles (Apte et al., 2017), could aid in this approach andmay
increase the ability to characterize the high spatial variability of
UFP. In contrast, the former approach may be useful in more resi-
dential areas with fewer busy roadways. Simultaneous application
of all three monitoring platforms may be useful for developing
models: mobile monitoring and central-site monitoring can serve
to characterize PNC in the study area and residential monitoring
can be used for model validation and/or calibration. To our
knowledge, only two studies have conducted concurrent long-
term/central-site stationary, (multiple) short-term stationary, and
mobile monitoring of PNC, both of which were for PNC modeling
applications. (Kerckhoffs et al., 2016; Sabaliauskas et al., 2015). In a
study in Toronto, Ontario (Canada), Sabaliauskas et al. (2015) con-
ducted continuous central-site monitoring (3 months), short-term
monitoring at six sites (1e3 weeks per site), and mobile moni-
toring between 12:00 and 15:00 on 15 weekdays in the summer. In
a study in Amsterdam and Rotterdam in The Netherlands,
Kerckhoffs et al. (2016) conducted short-term monitoring at 80
sites per city (three 30 min visits per site), mobile monitoring on 42
days between 09:00 and 16:00 in winter and spring per city, and
continuous long-term monitoring (6 months) at a reference site
30e50 km away. Consistent with our observations, these studies
reported generally similar temporal trends between platforms, but
significantly higher PNC on roads with the mobile monitor. Our
study adds to this body of literature by comparing these three
monitoring strategies across longer sampling windows and in all
four seasons.
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